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This book is a history of my efforts to understand the life of the African cocoa farmer and then to develop
methods to tackle the problems. I am writing this document first in order to describe the voyage of
discovery that I have experienced starting with my first exploratory efforts. This book starts with the facts
that have motivated me to make such a trip, the events that have been influential, the histories and
descriptions of the three countries that I traveled in, and finishes with a comparison of Fair Trade™ and
free trade on the world economy.

The Motivating Facts
• 2.5 million cocoa farmers: the majority of cocoa farmers grow and harvest cacao on
		
between 2 and 5 hectares (5 and 12.5 acres). For comparison, a few yields are:
		
Ecuador (200 Kg/ha), Ghana (300 Kg/ha), Côte d’Ivoire (450 Kg/ha),
		
and Sulawesi (1,500 Kg/ha).
• 160,000 emigrants2 cross the Mediterrean each year, of whom about 5% drown on the way.
		
The problem of migration can only be treated at the source--by improving the way
		
of life in their villages and cities. If the big, rich, societies--European, American, and
		
Chinese, continue to treat Africa like a strip-mine, then Africans will continue to
emigrate in order to find a better way of life.
• The price of cocoa continues to be low: at this moment in time, it costs $2,218 for a
		metric ton.3 The price is highly volatile and is a function of the climate, wars, and
		
consumption. For example, when Felix Houphouët-Boigny, Ivoirian president,
		
encouraged Burkinabes and Malians to purchase forest in the south of the country,
		
within 5 years the price of cocoa fell to less than $1,000 per mt. Only a few years
before, bush fires which were the result of a drought, caused the price to rise to over
		
$4,000 per mt.
• West Africa produces 75% of world cocoa but earns only 2% of global receipts.4 It is
		
necessary for the cocoa value chain to become more complex and inclusive. In other
		
words, West African cocoa farmers should become partners up and down the value
		
chain rather than simple furnishers of bulk beans.
		
• In 2008, European and American hedge funds purchased over 60 million hectares of land,
equal to France in size.  This forced African peasants off their ancestral lands.  This
		trend continues.5
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Important Events

These events have influenced my way of thinking the most:

• Passage of the Slave Trade Act, 1807: William Wilberforce, who had so much power in
		
Great Britain, was able to legislatively terminate the slave trade in 1807, more than
20 years after his first interest in the cause.  His ideas are contrary to those of White
		
Supremacists who think that some humans are superior to others.
• The American revolution, 1776:  thanks to certain big thinkers (e.g., Franklin, Jefferson,
		
Adams, Madison, Hamilton), the American revolution became something much bigger
		
than merely the protestations if spoiled colonists. And thanks to the depth of their
ruminations and the writing skills of Jefferson, American citizens and the rest of the
		
world inherited a truly exceptional document, the American Constitution--plus a
		
legal system to back it up.
				
• The French revolution, 1789: liberty, brotherhood, equality! The Enlightenment and the
		
revolution shook the foundations of European society and eventually led to the fall of
		
so many aristocracies. The notion that certain economic classes were innately superior
		
to other classes was judged to be false.
		
• The Berlin Conference (1884-1885). Otto von Bismarck hosted a conference (often called
		The Scramble for Africa) for the representatives of 14 countries. Their goal? To split
		
all of sub-Saharan Africa among the participating states and to give each the right
		
to establish colonies, created for the exploitation of resources while claiming
		
their actions to be humanitarian. While such colonies no longer exist, large
		
corporations (e.g. Nestlé and Cargill) and hedge funds have picked up the torch
		
and continue the process of exploiting the material wealth of Africa.
• The Russian Revolution, 2018: like so many other Socialist experiments, the revolution
		
failed to produce any lasting society, but it did demonstrate the desirability and
		
practicality of certain of universal health care and education.		
•The American civil rights movement (1950s): thanks to the efforts of so many American
		
citizens of good will, American society was partially freed from the encumbering
		
chains of a shameful past, which was based on the premise that persons of color
		
are inferior to those with with white skins and deserve fewer rights. The heroism and
		
the courage of people like MLK (and so many others) is truly inspiring.
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Histories of Three Countries

It is said that the human being is a tool-making animal. This is surely true. But we humns
are also story tellers. Our individual stories, if collected and mixed with societal stories--military,
political, religious and otherwise--make up “history. It is the histories of three countries that I have
spent a significant amount of time visiting that I discuss below.  These are the histories of Ivory
Coast, Ghana, and Cameroon.

History of Ivory Coast

The colonial era begins with the Portuguese, who first sailed along the West Coast of
Africa around 1470. Until that time, the land we now dub Ivory Coast consisted mostly of
tropical forest in the south, populated by villages and small kingdoms. The north, the
Sahelian region, was alternately part of empires such as Ghana, Mali, and Songhai. The
Europian colonialists restricted themselves to the shores, ensconced in forts where they
waited for traders with ivory, gold, pepper, and slaves.
		
After the Berlin Conference, the French started to purchase land from chiefs and to
cut down the forests of Southern Côte d’Ivoire; the South was dotted with saw mills and
gravel pits. By 1930, Côte d’Ivoire and neighboring Ghana were supplying 60% of the
world’s cacao.
		
The end of WWII saw a dramatic uptick in talk about independence. The architect
of Ivoirian independence was Felix Houphouêt-Boigny, a village chief/medical aid/cocoa
farmer from a little village,Yamoussoukro, located in central Côte d’Ivoire. Besides his
abilities as doctor and farmer, HB was also very skilled as a politician. He engineered
independence in 1960 and became president from 1961 until his death in 1993. “Le père”
believed in single party rule and actively suppressed any challenges to his rule. His
power started to slip, however, as he aged and as he accumulated mistakes.
		
During his tenure as president, Houpouët-Boigny worked closely with the French.
He also encouraged the immigration of Burkinabes et de Maliens, who bought lands
in the south, cut down the forests, and planted cocoa and coffee.  From independence
on, growth of the Ivoirian cocoa industry was rapid and by the 80s, it had passed
Ghana in production. Since then, Côte d’Ivoire has been number 1 in cocoa, number 4
in coffee, and also a prolific producer of palm oil and pineapples.
		
Full of success and quite ambitious to develop as rapidly as possible, HB
overextended himself by borrowing heavily both from the World Bank6 and from the
French government. He taxed cocoa planters at 40% of the value of their products.
In 1975, the country’s external indebtedness stood at $1.66 billion. By 1988, this had
risen to $14 billion. For a population of only 16 million! Much of this money ended up
in the pockets of “le père” and his ministers.
		
The country’s debt, a heavy burden, was not repaid by the elite class. Instead, it was
repaid following the Structured Adjustment Program designed by the World Bank.
This involved slashing salaries by 40%, decreasing social services, and an impoverishment of
the lower classes.
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HB’s foray into crippling debt is partly the result of his program to cut the forests and encourage
immigration. While in the short-term, the economy grew at an extraordinary rate, making Ivoirians
proud, in the long term, the debt made the country vulnerable to the period drops in the commodity
market. And that’s indeed what happened. In one year, partly because of the dumping of cheap
Ivoirian beans on the cocoa market, the price of the commodity dropped from over $4,000 per mt to
less than $1,000 per mt. This was great news for chocolate makers but very bad news for Côte d’Ivoire
and its farmers.
		
President Houphouët-Boigny, now an old man, faulted the speculators in London and New York.
But the reality is that the Father of modern Côte d’Ivoire had set his country up for disaster:
crippling debt, environmental crisis, and a mixing of Muslim peoples from the North with Christians
in the South.
		
Following his death in 1993, Henri Konan Bédié, the President of the National Assembly,
who was a Christian and a Southerner, wrested power from the Prime Minister Alassane Ouattara,
who was a Muslim and a Northerner. This set the stage for a conflict between the North and the
South, and a civil war began in 2002 and lasted until 2010. The civil war caused the deaths of
thousands, and much of the cocoa crop was diverted by both sides in order to buy weapons.
		
Côte d’Ivoire is heavily dependent on commodity prices. Right now, at this writing, the
price of cocoa is low. But despite a diminished economy, there is strong foreign investment. The
newspapers are of good quality. Despite the long and violent civil war, there is an atmosphere
of entente. “Ensemble trouvons la paix” Together, let us find peace.

The History of Ghana
		
If one were to use one word to capture the essence of modern Ghana, it would be “gold.” Even for
classic Ghana, the empire from the 6th to 13th centuries, gold was the economic base. Arab merchants
crossed the Sahara with giant cakes of salt attached to their camels in order to exchange it from Ghanaian
gold. The exchange rate? Gram for gram.
		
		
The source of all this gold was the soil of Ghana, which was made of ancient stream beds whose
gravelly bottoms hid nuggets of gold. Some areas are richer than others. For example, the region
around Kumasi is being exploited to this day--in the same way that gold was obtained in California-by sluicing out the nuggets.
		
Like its neighbor, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana has about 70 ethnicities and languages. Of these, about
half are of Akan origin, having migrated here from Nubia, south of Egypt. The communities that I
visited and are described in this book are populated by: Fantis (Cape Coast, Jukwa, Elmina), Ashantis
(Edumfe), Awa (Accra), and Ewe (Ada).
		
In 1478, two naval flottilas of Castilians and Portuguese clashed in the neighboring Gulf of
Guinea for control of the “Gold Coast”. The victors, the Portuguese, built a fort called Elmina, named
after the neighboring gold mines. Since that initial construction which was the first major European
building south of the Sahara, more than 30 forts were added to the coast by the Portuguese, Swedes,
Danes, Germans, Dutch, and the English. At first the main commerce was gold, but with the passage
of time came the slave trade which was much more lucrative.
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Before the arrival of the Portuguese, when the various West African kingdoms fought each other,
they sold their captives to Arab merchants who descended from the Sahara to the North. While
these traders came principally to buy gold, they were quite willing to trade salt for slaves. When the
Europeans arrived, this eastern slave trave diminished. The plethora of forts built along the coast
further accelerated the trade and there was much competition between European states. The sale
of slaves accelerated.
		
Furthermore, the price of gold plummeted in the 16th century when Cortez and Pizzarro
wiped out the Aztec and Incan civilizations, transforming millions of art objects made of solid gold into
gold ingots. Eventually the world price recovered, and today gold remains important to the Ghanaian
economy; it is number one for earning foreign exchange.				
		
		
One man is credited with introducing cocoa to Africa. His name is Tetteh Quarshie and he
was born in Akropong, Ghana. Born a farmer, he left at the age of 28 to work for Portuguese
plantation owners on Fernando Po. He stayed there for 6 years and retourned with a couple cocoa beans
in his pocket, which he planted on his parents’ farm. From this day in 1876, cocoa has become one
of the most important creators of foreign exchange both for Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire. He is so important
to Ghanaian history that a statue has been erecte in his memory at the “Tetteh Quarshie Roundabout”
in Accra. As mentioned above, by the 1930s, African cocoa grown mainly in Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire
accounted for 60% of world production. Now, African cocoa has reached 80%.
		
		
Another Ghanian, Kwame Nkruma, has earned the title “Father of Modern Africa”. A friend of
Queen Elizabeth II, he achieved independence for Ghana in 1957. Like all humans, he had some
faults (I say this with tongue in cheek, however). He was too friendly with the Soviets and Chinese
for American taste, and he was partial to socialist ideals over capitalist ones. Second, he wanted to
industrialize. Immediately. The agricultural sector was less important, which was common in socialist
circles. Consequently, cocoa trees languished, yields dropped, and sales of cocoa fell.
		
Nkruma’s ignoring of agriculture combined with his state industries that suffered from excess
bureaucracy meant that he lost popularity. After 6 years in office, he was replaced by the military in
a CIA-backed putsch called “Operation Cold Chop.” The name alone sounds like a blend of the CIA with
the Ghana military. From this day forward, Ghana’s governmental system has been stable, certainly
in comparison to that of Côte d’Ivoire. Why? Maybe it’s no coincidence that the best diplomate in the
world is his Excellency Kofi Annan. Maybe removing an autocrat who thinks he is always right is
a good thing; maybe the coup led Ghanaians to vote for a variety of ideas and political parties.
		
In terms of ethnic makeup, Ghana suffers from the same extreme variety as does Côte d’Ivoire:
60+ ethnicities and 60+ languages. Also, big North-South differences.
		
Since 1980, Ghana’s economy has expanded by 1300%!7 In 2016, the most important exports
were: crude oil, gold, and cocoa beans. Thanks to president Jerry Rawlings, the World Bank, and
the COCOBOD the condition of Ghana’s cocoa growing industry is healthy. Ghana produces
beans, cocoa mass, cocoa powder, and cocoa butter. Of good quality!
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The History of Cameroon10
		
The name Cameroon stems from when the Portuguese explorer, Fernando Po
(Fernão do Pò) entered the Wouri river and tasted the delicious mud lobsters which he
confused for shrimp. Consequently, the name of Cameroon comes from the Portuguese
word for shrimp, Camaroës. Incidentally it was Fernando Po who “discovered” the
islands of Bioko, Principe, and Sao Tomé.
Subsequent exploitation of this region by Europeans was at first delayed by high
death rates caused by malaria.  It wasn’t possible until the 1870s when quinine was first
imported. The Germans claimed Cameroon to be theirs after the Berlin Conference and
the first capital was established in Buea, a city located on the flanks of Mount Cameroon.  
After the Germans lost Cameroon to the French during WWI, the capital was relocated
to Yaoundé.
		
The Germans launched an ambitious development program that required a lot of native
labor. They, however, were reticent to work nothing or next to nothing, so the German
colonial system instituted forced labor.
		
In 1960, French Cameroon was granted independence, and Ahmadou Ahidjo became
its first president.  A year later British Cameroon became part of the newly formed Republic of
Cameroon; it was designated West Cameroon. The short time of separation into British and
French caused a permanent schism.  From the very first day of assimilation the Western
Cameroonians felt ignored and unappreciated.
		
Like Houphouët-Boigny of Côte d’Ivoire, Ahidjo toed a conservative line and played
close to the French. He was rewarded with relative calm politically and economically--until
1982, when his health started to fail.
		
In 1982, President Ahidjo resigned and gave his post to his Prime Minister, Paul Biya.
There was some confusion as to his motives. For example, he was Muslim and from the
North. Why didn’t he pass the reins on to another fellow Muslim from the North? There
remains much doubt as to his motivations, but the upshot is that within a year, Ahidjo had
sought exile in France and with within two years, he was sentenced to death in absentia.
President Ahidjo died in exile in Senegal in 1989.
		
President Biya has been in power now for 37 years--close to the longest of any African
president in modern history. Four important events have marked his administration:
1, The disaster at Lake Nyos: in 1986, 1746 villagers living within 25 km of Lake Nyos died
of asphyxiation because of an eruption of carbon dioxide; 2, The kidnapping of the schoolgirls of Chibok, Nigeria in 2014 by Boko Haram and the subsequent military campaigns in
Northern Cameroon; 3, the awarding of sovereignty to the Bakassi peninsula by the
International Court of Justice; and 4, the declaration of the independence of Ambazonia in
1916 with subsequent and continuing war between government troups and rebels, causing
the deaths of thousands of villagers in West Cameroon.
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		Cameroon is much more varied culturally (250 ethnicities) than Côte d’Ivoire
(60 ethnicities). But in terms of religions, the three countries are similar: mainly Muslim
in the North and mainly Christian in the south. And as Houphouët-Boigny said, “My
country is half Muslim and half Christian but all African.” What he meant by this was
that not all Christian or Muslim religious beliefs are followed. For example, protestant
preachers might have two wives and parishioners, Christian or Muslim, might practice
Black Magic.
		
Like Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire, Cameroon exports mostly commodities but does export
some semi-finished or finished products.  The biggest exports are:  crude, cacao, wood, fruits,
and aluminum.
The future for Cameroon is uncertain relative to Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire.  The first
have much stronger democracies, whereas Cameroon continues to be plagued by an
autocratic system and a president who has served over 37 years.  All three countries suffer
from polarization caused by North-South differences.  Cameroon also suffers from the
Boko Haram situation as well as the current civil war between West Cameroon and the
other departments.
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Free Trade and
Fair Trade

When I started my voyage of discovery in 2003, I was a professor of Food Science and Nutrition at the
California State Polytechnic University in San Luis Obispo, California. In some of my classes, I spoke freely
of my efforts and my trips to students, since I considered it to be my obligation to expose them to the inequities
in the international cocoa market.
While discussing my research in certain lectures, I sought to determine causes and motivations. Since
economic philosophers were seeking a post-war and post-colonial path that would lead to the rebuilding
of the First World economy and serve to prevent future world conflicts, two philosophies were proposed:
		
1. Free Trade: efforts to reduce trade barriers were negotiated at ministerial levels to grow the
			international economy.
		

2. Fair Trade: at first a religious path, based on moral efforts to ensure economic equality.

The general attitude was that one of the primary causes of war was economic inequality between nations.
One of the partisans of this point of view is Tom Friedman who dubbed it, “ The Golden Arches Theory of
Conflict Prevention.”
Those who think at national level distinguish international trade as either mercantilistic or free trade.
Mercantilists recognize that trade builds economy and wealth for each country. But in order to preserve the
wealth, protectionist tools must be employeed. An extreme view of this is economic nationalism, such as that
propounded by Steve Bannon, former advisor to President Trump.
The opposite of mercantilism is free trade, where countries reduce their trade barriers and cancel their
tariffs in order to engage in free trade. The Davos Forum is an application of free trade principles and of
globalization, where representatives of large companies and countries meet to negotiate tariffs and hopefully
to build a level playing field so that all participants benefit.
Whatever the moment in history, the world economy contains elements of both tendencies. The
nature of each trade product often determines the balance of the two tendencies--of mercantilism and of
free trade. For example, cocoa beans from Côte d’Ivoire that are imported into the U.S are not protected by
tariffs, as that would damage the American chocolate industry. Semi-finished product like cocoa liquor is
assigned a small tariff in order to protect American jobs. But finished chocolate is protected by a high tariff,
in the neighborhood of 20%.
Fair Trade is more private than public. It is a system of trade whereby producers and manufacturers
can buy a license and use a logo to assign a certain monetary premium to the producers, thereby leveling the
playing field to some extent. For example, Fair Trade™ cocoa beans are given a price floor per mt and a $250
premium is added to that.
The efforts of Project Hope and Fairness have been based on similar notions: we as producers, sellers,
and consumers can increase the economic sustainability of growing cocoa by engaging in activities that
transcend governments and giant corporations.
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April, 2003
The beginnings of Project Hope and Fairness started in Peru in April, 2003. At that time, I was teaching
a food and culture class and a class in chocolate history, science, and production. One day, a man with a strong
Hispanic accent called me to invite me to accompany him on a fact-finding tour of his region and his village,
Ferrañafe in Northern Peru. During the week I spent there, I learned about the rich history of Lambayeque
Province. On my return, I developed plans to built a small chocolate business in Ferrañafe that would produce
pralines and truffles. After months of effort, including developing chocolate molds, a chocolate assortment,
and writing a business plan, I realized that my host was not really serious about the project and it fell apart.

August, 2003

Even though the Peruvian project never amounted to anything, the idea of transforming rural
communities and of centering conversion of agricultural finished products in the local community rather than
in the big city so that producers of commodities can move up the value chain and earn more continued to strike
me as making eminently good sense. With rising enthusiasm, I asked a Ghanaian friend working at my
university to help me to communicate with professors of Food Science and Nutrition at the University of Ghana
in Legon. While he was doing this, I made connection with one of the officials of the highly regarded cocoa
cooperative, Kuapa Kokoo, in Kumas. My hope was to visit them in order to learn first-hand about the
utility of Fair Trade™. Kuapa Kokoo (which means “good cocoa farmer”) was one of the biggest suppliers of
Fair Trade Certified™ cocoa beans in the world. A significant portion of its beans were sold to a partner
business, The Day Chocolate Company, a British firm in which KK had a significant financial stake. They
produced a popular line of FT bars, called “Divine.” At one point, the Roman Catholic church designated
Divine as their exlusive FT brand.

Today, 80,000 Members!

The Family of Divine Chocolate Bars

I gave a lecture at the University of Ghana (Legon) and I visited the village of Edumfa where I inspected
primary and secondary food production facilities--for example, atiéké (gari), production of coconut oil,
distillation of of koutoukou (called palm schnapps in Ghana), and the production of palm oil.
During the following year, I developed an assortment of chocolate covered cookies, decorated with
Adinkra symbols in white chocolate. I produced and sold thousands of cookies thanks to Father Jerry of
the Mission Church in San Luis Obispo. He believed enough in what I was doing that he actually mentioned
what I was doing in his homologue. I was able to raise $1,500 to give to the chief of Edumfa the following year.
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Accra

The first day, in the morning, I visited the National Museum. As usual, I thought about food.... In the
left picture, I’m joking with two women at the reception who are sharing Banku with Hot Pepper Soup. Banku
is fermented cooked corn paste. Hot Pepper Soup is made with onions, garlic, tomatoes, peppers, and often
dried fish. One takes a ball of Banku and dips it in the soup. On the right, I’m having lunch with two forestry
experts. The one on the left is Swiss and works closely with the man on the right, who is Ghanaian.
Deforestation is a serious problem in West Africa because there is little federal control over local resources.
Western, Middle Eastern, and Far Eastern companies take advantage of the laxness of the system and to
global warming by cutting down the forests, often called “the lungs of the planet.”

To the left, my lunch, goat soup with fufu (foutou in French). Ghanaian fufu is almost pure cassava, whereas
Ivoirian foutou is sometimes half cassava/half plantain or even all plantain. to the right, my dinner that night:
Futu with Grasscutter. This is the same “soup” but with a different animal. Otherwise known as “cane rat” or
“agoutti” (in French), this is a very tasty meat that is becoming scarce as West Africa removes habitat.
Fortunately, it is also raised in cages, although domesticated grasscutter is much less flavorful.
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At left, the Supreme Court of Ghana. Their legal system stems from the British. To the right, bills of old cedis
(pronounced ceedee’s) At the time, 10,000 old cedis equaled one Ghana Cedi, which equalled 1 dollar. Now,
5 Ghana Cedis equal a dollar.

Above and to the left, the original cedi, which means cowry shell. To the right, walking sticks with a
village motif; such sticks were typically held by the spokesman, who spoke for the village chief. Below and to
the left, a chief ’s stool which is a symbol of his power. To the right, shackles used to confine slaves.
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Above and to the left, the National Theater, which was built by the Chinese in 1990. It hosts theatrical
productions, guest performances, and the national symphony.
Below and to the left, High Street, the business center of Accra. To the right, the mausoleum of Kwame
Nkrumah. Considered the father of modern Africa, his friendship with Queen Elizabeth made it possible for
Ghana’s independence. The mausoleum was also built by the Chinese. Nkrumah was a Socialist who
preferred working with the Soviets and the Communist Chinese.
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Cape Coast

The Cape Coast Castle was built by the Swedes in 1653 and in relatively quick succession, it ended up in the
hands of the Danes, then the Dutch and shortly thereafter and until independence, the British. Since the ships
of European nations attacked each other even without a declaration of war, the gold dust trade and later the slave
trade had to be protected with stout walls and powerful cannons.

Left, on the second floor is the Anglican church where men prayed to God while hundreds of slaves
awaiting deportation suffered underneath before being packed onto ships and sold in the Caribbean,
South America, Central America and North America. The number of slaves going to North America
was much fewer than to Brazil and the Caribbean, where they were used for growing sugar. Right, an
altar to a traditional African god. Very few West Africans pray to the old gods; most have converted either
to Islam or Christianity.
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My guide, Peter Sewornoo, whom I met for the first time at Cape Coast Castle. Today, 16 years later, he is
married, he has a child, and he works as “program officer” for ECOWAS. To the left, Peter shows the female
prison where they awaited the long voyage across the Atlantic. To the right. outsie the fort and along the beach
are boats designed, built and used by fishermen. The boats weigh thousands of pounds.

Upper left, Peter shows a room where a soldier would
stand and receive messages from the neighboring fort.
To the right, a church established by the soldiers who
would marry an African woman, establish a family,
venerate God with their family, and then leave for
England once their tour of duty was up. The people
in the castle neighborhood have Swedish, Danish,
Dutch, or English names because they are descendants
of the soldiers. Below and to the left, the Door of No
Return. Directly outside the door was a jetty to which
the ship was tied up. When President Obama visited,
he passed through that door from the outside and
the sign on the outside said, Door of Return.
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During the trip from Accra to Cape Coast, I took these pictures of women and girls selling fruit. Top-left: a
woman sells oranges just outside the Door of No Return. These oranges are green because when grown in the
tropics, night-time temperatures are not cool enough to produce an orange orange; instead, chlorophyll masks
the underlying carotenoid. It is customary to cut off the zest, perhaps because oranges often have unsightly
blemishes. Top-right: pineapples are popular in West Africa, especially the juice.
Below-right: houses of the Fante (or Fanti), who live in the region between the ocean and the Ashanti area.
There are approximately 3.5 million Fanti in the central coast region of Ghana. En bas, à droite, on voit des
maisons situées près de Cape Coast. Ces communautés sont peuplés par les Fantes. Pendant la période de la
vente d’esclaves, les Ashantis quis vivaient au Nord attrapaient les Fantes et leur vendaient aux 60 forts avec qui
ils faisaient des affaires.
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Kakum National Park

The same day that I visited the castle, I also visited Kakum National Park, one of the few forests left in
Ghana. 24.3% of Ghana is still forested11, but only 6.4% of it is primary forest, of which Kakum (145 km2) is
one. Kakum has one of the last populations of forest elephants left in Ghana. Above, right, and below, left,
are pictures of the “Canopy Walkway” which is 350 meters long and 33 m above the ground. Below, right,
one sees what happens when a forest is clear-cut. It does not recover.
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We returned to Accra. On the way, I took these photos.
Above, left, we are in the outskirts of Accra. The “Rural
Kerosene Project” is financed by the Salesians (Don
Bosco)12. Kerosene lamps help young people study in
the evening.
Above, right, a young man sells Kenkey, a fermented
dough that is cooked, cut into cubes and wrapped in blue
plastic. You often see it sold along roads in Fante-land.
Left, one sees the collusion of religious (Christian and
Muslim) belief with business. This is very common in
this part of Ghana. Some of the business names are
truly funny: e.g. “Jesus My Saviour Hair Salon”. I have
hardly seen this in Côte d’Ivoire or in Cameroon.
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The Road to Edumfa

After my trip to Cape Coast and to Kakum National Park, I took the bus from Accra to Kumasi. I had a
meeting with one of the officials working in the office of Kuapa Kokoo. When I arrived at 5 PM on a Friday,
there was almost no one left at the office. Fortunately, my host, Nicholas, was still there. He explained that
since it was late Friday afternoon, it was too late to meet people in the office. He proposed that I accompany him
to his sister’s funeral in Edumfa (red dot on map below) the next morning. We set out at 9 AM on the N8. But
first we had to repair his old Mercedes, because a small door underneath was banging on the ground. and
making sparks. Just before leaving Kumasi, we found a mechanic. He walked around the lot, found a screw in
the dirt, crawled under the car and screwed the door closed. We set out: the road was bad, and Nicholas drove
fast while zigzagging to avoid potholes. Toward lunchtime, we found a restaurant (aka chophouse).

My Host, Nicholas

Behind the restaurant, I found these women seated in a
circle, peeling cassava so that it could be boiled and then
pounded in a mortar to mush called fufu (right).
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Our meal consisted of fufu and grasscutter (agouti in
French). The sauce (called “Pepper Soup” in Ghana) consisted of tomatoes, onions, littled drief fish and chilies
cooked together slowly until smooth and then with the
pieces of grasscutter.
We continued our trip to Edumfa, where we arrived in the late afternoon. As is the custom, we stopped at the
chief ’s house. Nicholas’s father was chief. We then visited JR Mensah, who was Kuapa Kokoo’s representative.

J.R. Mensah, local chief of cocoa farmers, representative
to Kuapa Kokoo, and holder of “Best Cocoa Farmer” title for
Ghana

Chief of Edumfa and Father of Nicholas

The next day, we visited cocoa farms and then some of JR Mensah’s projects, including gari manufacture.
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Mensah Businesses

Cocoa trees. On the left, Trinitario hybrids: the pods are skinny, pointed, and partially to fully red. On the
right, On the right are Criollos; they are fat like rugby balls and green when not ripe.

Left, a Criollo pod, which turns yellow when it is ripe. Right, you can break the pod to get to the interior,
which has 30-40 beans covered with a white, mucilagenous material that exudes a sweet, sour liquid redolent
with tropical flavors.

If you bite into one of the beans, you find the inside to be
purple and bitter. The purple comes from anthocyanins,
pigments produced as the plant’s natural fungicide and
insecticide.
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To the left, a house that is typical of a cocoa farmer. To the right, the village’s elementary school. In
general, villages close to the asphalt-paved road are richer than villages that are far from the road. One of
the major barriers to economic development is the lack of federal funds to pave roads. These have to be
made with deep crushed gravel foundations; otherwise the big trucks that haul lumber and cocoa crush
the pavement which then washes out when hard tropical rains penetrate the cracks and wash out the
red dirt underneath.

Gari is a semolina of cassava (manioc) that is first
grated, fermented, pressed, and finally dried on the
fire. I ti made in Ghana, Benin and Togo. The
Ivoirian version, called attiéké, is often fermented
more, dried less, and therefore more perishable.
These two pictures show the women of Edumfa
drying the gari over fires. In days before the car,
West Africans walked everywhere and carried a
container of gari to provide energy.
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Papaya grows easily in West Africa. Left, a representative of Mensah Farm has harvested two of them.
Right, papayas grow directly out of the trunk.
To the right and below are teak groves. Teak is a
tropical wood that grows quickly. It is lightweight,
doesn’t split easily, and has no knots, so it is perfect for
furniture. Teak is a great shade-tree for cocoa. It is
common to plant bananas or plantains, teak, and
cocoa together. The bananas or plantains shade the
young cocoa and the teak shades the older cocoa, as
it is a lower story tree and prefers shade. Bananas
yield in 1-2 years, cocoa yields after 3 years and teak
after 15 years.
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The Oil Palm and its Products

The oil palm is native to West Africa. Economically speaking, its most important products are palm oil and
palm kernel oil. Palm oil, unprocessed, is red because of carotenoid pigments, especially beta-carotene. This
fat is particularly important to the flavor and color of West African stews. Baking and confectionery industries
use derivative fats where the types of fatty acids have been selected in order to produce a specific melting point
according to the use of the fat. Top right: palm kernels remain after the fruit has been boiled off. To remove
the palm kernel oil, the nuts have to be cracked and the nutmeats heated.
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Aspects of Edumfa Life

Edumfa is big enough and rich enough to support a little “maquis” or bar. Outside the restaurant one sees
a colorful fence--typical of this type of establishment. The channel is an open sewer, which is smelly,
unsanitary, and a breeding ground for mosquitoes, some of which carry the malarial parasite.

Above, left: a little cabin for housing young goats. Above, right: a clinic. Below, left, charcoal. Below,
right: two young men wearing the customary red and/or black to the funeral.
Charcoal is made by burning tropical wood in a low-oxygen environment. Technically called “destructive
distillation”, this produces a high-carbon fuel that burns slowly and evenly--perfect for foods that burn easily.
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Almost the entire village comes to the funeral. The adults sit and listen to the music, which is often
American rap. They sit and chat while young children run and play.

Left, a young man wears a typical African wax print. Right, this woman is wearing a ti-shirt that
memorializes a departed relative.
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Kuapa Kokoo

Top, left: Nicholas, mon host. Top, right: Nicholas shows beans that are good-looking but under-fermented and
therefore lack flavor. In the middle: a village cocoa warehouse with (left) a sorting table and (right) a scale to
measure the bags which must weigh 64 Kg or 141 lbs. Below, left: a farmer’s record book. Below, right: a truck
used to transport bags of cocoa from one warehouse to another.
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Left, a warehouse of beans ready for transport to Accra, where the COCOBOD prepares them for export.
Right, an example of one of the benefits of Fair Trade: WCs for a village. Each community receives a
“premium” of $200 for each metric ton (mt). The farmers vote to determine the use of the premium. For
example, some villages have purchased bulldoers to widen paths to facilitate the farmer’s trip from field to
village. Other popular purchases are clinics, school supplies, and medicines--especially anti-malarial drugs
which are critical in order to reduce childhood mortality.
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Food

It is customary to eat two meals per day--lunch and dinner. Breakfast is rarely consumed by adults.
Children, who need extra energy in the morning, often consume roasted plantain. Meals usually include
something starchy (corn, rice or manioc) with a piece of meat (grasscutter, Tilapia, chicken, or goat). The
meat is often in a “soup” which might be made with tomatoes and chilies or peanuts. Normally, one eats
with the right hand and shoes on the small bones, breaking them into a mush that one sucks to remove
all the wonderful flavors and nutrients.

Jollof Rice: Ancestor of Jambalaya

Boiled Plantains

Palava Sauce: made with cocoyam leaves

Garden sauce made with Small Eggplants

African Snails. They are raised in the village and served in a green sauce called “Green-Green.”
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Left: Like everywhere in West Africa, beer, especially blond beer, is appreciated.
Right: pounding boiled cassava to make fufu is a family affaire. One woman
pounds the “dough” while the other turns it.

Above, left: a grinding stone soaked in tomato juice in preparation of tomato soup (below); a chicken
is finishing off the leftovers. Right, homemade toffee for sale.
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Above, left: the African yam. This is the original yam. It has the flavor and texture of potatoes. Above, right:
fried yam cooked in palm kernel oil, which is clear and mildly flavored. The perfect fat for frying and also for
the fillings of chocolates and bonbons. Middle, left: peanut butter balls consumed as sweet treats. Middle, right:
one of Kwame Nkrumah’s great successes: a very decent chocolate manufactured in a plant in Tema. This
chocolate is available in almost any Ghanaian city or large village. Below, left: gombo (okra in English). In
Ghana, okra is grown as a perennial bush, often against the walls of homes to provide shade and food. To the
right, dried fish. These are used a lot in Fanti cooking. They provide amino acids that make Fanti soups
especially savory--the same function of bouillon cubes.
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Top, left: shito, a spicy condiment made from dried fish, dried shrimp, guinean pepper, herbs, all fried in oil
to make a brown paste. It is often served with kenkey, rice or gari. Top, right: “red-red”. This is one of the only
Ghanaian vegetarian dishes. Black-eyed peas are cooked in red palm oil, which makes the peas red. They are
served with onions fried in palm oil and then with plantains fried in palm oil. The result is “red-red-red” but
the Ghanaians limit it to “red-red”. Below, left: a young man sells palm wine. When it’s new, the beverage is
sweet with a touch of alcohol. A day later, the sugar turns to alcohol and the finished beverage is about 8%
alcohol. Right, middle fried rice. Chinese restaurants are very popular in Ghana. Right, bottom: fried yam
accompanies grilled fish with vegetables.
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Lake Bosumtwi

After my visit to Kuapa Kokoo and Edumfa, one of the drivers took me to Lake Bsoumtwi, which is 10 km (6
miles) in diameter. The lake is almost a perfect circle, formed when a meteor smacked into the area about
10 million years ago. Fishing is allowed but only from wooden planks (shown left). There are two species of
Tilapia unique to the lake: Tilapia bosumana et Tilapia discolor.

When you arrive in the parking lot, you will be surrounded by young boys begging for money. Do not believe
any of their stories, one of which is that they need funds to plant more trees to keep the lake level from dropping.
You might counter by offering to sell them the Brooklyn Bridge.
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CRIG: Cocoa Research
Institute of Ghana

After several pleasurable hours at Lake Bosumtwi,
I took a van in the direction of Tafo, where I visited
CRIG, one of the world’s most important centers
of cocoa research. They focus on research in these
areas: Agronomy, Pathology, Entomology,
Genetics, Cocoa-based products development, and
Biochemistry.
On this page (top, left), a fermentation box mostly
used in South America; (middle, left) drying trays;
(bottom, left) overripe pods used to make soap;
and a pot of cocoa marmalade. Next page, left top,
a fermentation vat used to extract the juice
needed to make vinegar, brandy, and wine; left, a
bottle of vinegar; and right, a bottle of cocoa wine.
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